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Who's Who in Contemporary World Theatre is a lively and accessible biographical guide to the key figures in contemporary drama. All who enjoy the theatre will find their pleasure enhanced and their knowledge extended by this
fascinating work of reference. Its distinctive blend of information, analysis and anecdote makes for entertaining and enlightening reading. Hugely influential innovators, household names, and a whole host of less familiar, international
figures - all have their lives and careers illuminated by the clear and succinct entries. All professions associated with the theatre are represented here - actors and directors, playwrights and designers. By virtue of the broad range of its
coverage, Who's Who in Contemporary World Theatre offers a unique insight into the rich diversity of international drama today.
Aims to introduce students with little or no prior experience of the field to the conclusions of recent scholarship and research into theatrical conditions, conventions and concepts in the time of Shakespeare.
Bill Bryson’s bestselling biography of William Shakespeare takes the reader on an enthralling tour through Elizabethan England and the eccentricities of Shakespearean scholarship—updated with a new introduction by the author to
commemorate the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death William Shakespeare, the most celebrated poet in the English language, left behind nearly a million words of text, but his biography has long been a thicket of wild
supposition arranged around scant facts. With a steady hand and his trademark wit, Bill Bryson sorts through this colorful muddle to reveal the man himself. His Shakespeare is like no one else's—the beneficiary of Bryson's genial
nature, his engaging skepticism, and a gift for storytelling unrivaled in our time.
English Writing in Seventeenth-Century Ireland
The Plays of William Shakespeare : Accurately Printed from the Text of the Corrected Copy Left by the Late George Steevens
English Literature and Its Background, 1580-1625
The World as Stage
Frames of Understanding in Text and Discourse
Shakespeare
Providing a clear journey through centuries of European, North and South American, African and Asian forms of theatre and performance, this introduction helps the reader think critically about this exciting field through
fascinating yet plain-speaking essays and case studies.
Through an investigation of the dedications and addresses from various printed plays of the English Renaissance, David Bergeron recuperates the richness of these prefaces and connects them to the practice of patronage.
The study includes discussion of plays by Shakespeare and his contemporaries, among them Marston, Jonson, and Heywood, as well as a chronological checklist of the dramatic prefaces here analyzed. The book contains an
Appendix that lists the plays with prefatory dedications and addresses analyzed.
Reproduction of the original: Notes on My Books by Joseph Conrad
All the World's a Stage
The World's Greatest Books
The Stage Play
Cumulated from the Book Bulletin of the Chicago Public Library
Stage-Play and Screen-Play
Studies dedicated to the Memory of Felix Vodicka

Text & Presentation, 2013 gathers some of the best work presented at the 2013 Comparative Drama Conference in Baltimore. Subjects ranging from Ancient Greece to 21st century America are covered with a variety of approaches and formats. Celebrated playwright Edward
Albee's presentation is the lead piece, followed by 12 research papers, one review essay, and seven book reviews. This volume represents the latest research in the fields of comparative drama, performance, and dramatic textual analysis.
Radha Bharadwaj's powerful, critically acclaimed masterpiece has been performed all over the world. This tense psychological thriller revolves around the arrest and interrogation of an author who is suspected of communicating subversive messages through her children's
stories. Her captor mixes subtle psychological cat-and-mouse games with brutal torture that is not for the squeamish. Bharadwaj is able to create moving and riveting drama with only two characters performing on a single set. This stage play is adapted from Bharadwaj's awardwinning screenplay for the cult classic film that Bharadwaj also directed.Iconic author Kate Millett called Bharadwaj "a very brilliant filmmaker" and devoted an entire chapter to Closet Land in her book, The Politics of Cruelty.Kathleen Murphy, writing in Film Comment, called
Closet Land "a harrowing Alice-in-Wonderland descent into the darkness behind the brain to discover 'the soul's true face.'"Dann Gire wrote in the Daily Herald that "Closet Land uses its provocative premise to delve into a passionate, daring and literate celebration of the human
capacity to imagine the most powerful, unconquerable weapon against the force of oppression.""Horror? Silence of the Lambs has nothing on this," wrote Bill Cosford in the Miami Herald.
Shakespeare's Books contains nearly 200 entries covering the full range of literature Shakespeare was acquainted with, including classical, historical, religious and contemporary works. The dictionary covers works whose importance to Shakespeare has emerged more clearly
in recent years due to new research, as well as explaining current thinking on long-recognized sources such as Plutarch, Ovid, Holinshed, Ariosto and Montaigne. Entries for all major sources include surveys of the writer's place in Shakespeare's time, detailed discussion of their
relation to his work, and full bibliography. These are enhanced by sample passages from early modern England writers, together with reproductions of pages from the original texts. Now available in paperback with a new preface bringing the book up to date, this is an invaluable
reference tool.
The World, the Text, and the Critic
A Dictionary of Shakespeare Sources
My Struggle
Theoretical foundations and descriptive applications
Discourse in the Mind
Poetica
An investigation of English writing in seventeenth-century Ireland, and its connections to Shakespeare, Sidney and Milton.
Explores dramatic, narrative and polemical versions of the 'taming of the shrew' story, from the Middle Ages to the Restoration, in light of recent historical work on the position of early modern women in society. Its
essays address shrew narratives as an extended cultural dialogue debating issues of gender and sexual politics.
Argues that contemporary critics force works of literature to fit their theories and examines the impact of Marxism, linguistics, psychoanalysis, and structuralism on literary criticism
The Chronicler as Theologian
This Stage-play World
William Shakespeare
The Drama, Theatre and Performance Companion
The Plays of Shakespeare: the Text Regulated by the Old Copies, and by the Recently Discovered Folio of 1632, Containing Early Manuscript Emendations. Edited by J. P. Collier
A Catalogue of the Allen A. Brown Collection of Books Relating to the Stage in the Public Library of the City of Boston

This is young William, His mind all ablaze, Who stays up all night Writing poems and plays. And this is a book, unforgettable and wise, that applauds inspiration, creation, story, and the
world and works of William Shakespeare. Illustrated by Caldecott Honor artist Anita Lobel, All the World's a Stage pays tribute to the act of turning words into art.
This is the first book-length study of how point of view is manifested linguistically in dramatic texts. It examines such issues as how readers process the shifts in viewpoint that can
occur within such texts. Using insights from cognitive linguistics, the book aims to explain how the analysis of point of view in drama can be undertaken, and how this is fruitful for
understanding textual and discoursal effects in this genre. Following on from a consideration of existing frameworks for the analysis of point of view, a cognitive approach to deixis is
suggested as being particularly profitable for explaining the viewpoint effects that can arise in dramatic texts. To expand on the large number of examples discussed throughout the book,
the penultimate chapter consists of an extended analysis of a single play. This book is relevant to scholars in a range of areas, including linguistics, literary studies and cognitive
science.
Thacker (Spanish, Merton College, Oxford, UK) uses Lionel Abel's concept of metatheatre, French feminism, and other aspects of current critical theory to illuminate his study of the
relationship of theatre to life in Spanish plays of the Golden Age. The study, which was first produced as a doctoral thesis at the U. of Cambridge, examines plays by Tirso de Molina,
Calderon, and Lope de Vega, finding they contain overlooked aspects of social commentary. Distributed in the US by ISBS. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
As You Like it
Notes on My Books
The Structure of the Literary Process
Stage Directions and Shakespearean Theatre
An Introduction
Closet Land
The fifteen articles in this volume, arising from work in the Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah Section of the Society of Biblical Literature, engage with the author's thought and message through analysis of certain critical texts or by identifying and
tracing larger themes through the work. The collection follows The Chronicler as Historian and The Chronicler as Author. Like these previous volumes, this book also endeavours to show the diverse approaches employed in Chronicles
scholarship. Contributors: Robert H. Smith, Allen W. Mueller, Gary N. Knoppers, Gerrie F. Snyman, Ehud Ben Zvi, Philip Abadie, Mark A. Throntveit, Leslie C. Allen, Christopher T. Begg, Roddy L. Braun, John C. Endres, Isaac Kalimi, Brian
E. Kelly, William M. Schniedewind and John W. Wright.
These papers on the structure of the literary process were brought together in memory of Felix Vodi?ka (1909–1974). Contributions by: Jacek Baluch, Miroslav ?ervenka, Kv?toslav Chvatík, E.M. van Dam-Havelková, Sergej Davydov,
Lubomir Doležel, Miroslav Drozda, Jan van der Eng, F.W. Galan, Mojmír Grygar, Wolfgang Iser, Milan Jankovi?, Hans Robert Jauss, Renate Lachmann, Gail Lenhoff, Ladislav Mat?jka, Tone Pretnar, Lucylla Pszczo?owska, Janice A. Radway,
Charles Eric Reeves, Herta Schmid, Miloš Sedmidubský, Peter Steiner, Wendy Steiner, Oleg Sus, Ronald Vroon.
Jimmy Awagl is an educationist who lives in the Simbu Province in the Papua New Guinea Highlands. He is a keen observer and writes about anything that interests him. This is his first collection of short stories, poems and essays.
Private Readings/public Texts
From Early Manuscript Corrections in a Copy of the Folio, 1632, in the Possession of J. Payne Collier, Forming a Supplementary Volume to the Works of Shakespeare
William Shakespeare: 'The Tempest'
Text & Presentation, 2013
A Cognitive Stylistic Approach to Viewpoint in Drama and Other Text-types
Notes and Emendations to the Text of Shakespeare's Plays
How do words mean? What is the nature of meaning? How can we grasp a word s meaning? The frame-semantic approach developed in this book offers some well-founded answers to such long-standing, but still controversial issues. Following Charles Fillmore s definition of frames as both
organizers of experience and tools for understanding, the monograph attempts to examine one of the most important concepts of Cognitive Linguistics in more detail. The point of departure is Fillmore s conception of frames of understanding ‒ an approach to (cognitive) semantics that
Fillmore developed from 1975 to 1985. The envisaged Understanding Semantics ( U-Semantics ) is a semantic theory sui generis whose significance for linguistic research cannot be overestimated. In addition to its crucial role in the development of the theoretical foundations of U-semantics,
corpus-based frame semantics can be applied fruitfully in the investigation of knowledge-building processes in text and discourse.
World Building represents the state-of-the-discipline in worlds-based approaches to discourse, collected together for the first time. Over the last 40 years the 'text-as-world' metaphor has become one of the most prevalent and productive means of describing the experiencing of producing and
receiving discourse. This has been the case in a range of disciplines, including stylistics, cognitive poetics, narratology, discourse analysis and literary theory. The metaphor has enabled analysts to formulate a variety of frameworks for describing and examining the textual and conceptual
mechanics involved in human communication, articulating these variously through such concepts as 'possible worlds', 'text-worlds' and 'storyworlds'. Each of these key approaches shares an understanding of discourse as a logically grounded, cognitively and pragmatically complex
phenomenon. Discourse in this sense is capable of producing highly immersive and emotionally affecting conceptual spaces in the minds of discourse participants. The chapters examine how best to document and analyze this and this is an essential collection for stylisticians, linguists and
narrative theorists.
One of the best loved of Shakespeare's 'middle comedies', As You Like It has rarely been out of the theatrical repertoire. Centering on the cross-dressed figure of Rosalind, the play both celebrates and questions the state of being in love. This study attempts to recreate the Elizabethan audience's
experience of the play - its awareness of issues that have been elided in subsequent, simply 'romantic' readings. Using an innovative theory of the significance of the Globe's stage space, Penny Gay examines the play's presentation of issues of power, sexuality, gender and genre.
Playreaders' Constructs of Theatre Audiences
Books of 1912English Literature and its Background 1580-1925
Supplementary Catalogue of Books Added to the San Francisco Free Public Library Since May, 1884. No. 5, 1888
World Building
The journal of medieval and early modern studies

Dialogue between film and theatre studies is frequently hampered by the lack of a shared vocabulary. Stage-Play and Screen-Play sets out to remedy this, mapping out an intermedial space in which both film and
theatre might be examined. Each chapter’s evaluation of the processes and products of stage-to-screen and screen-to-stage transfer is grounded in relevant, applied contexts. Michael Ingham draws upon the growing
field of adaptation studies to present case studies ranging from Martin McDonagh’s The Cripple of Inishmaan and RSC Live’s simulcast of Richard II to F.W. Murnau’s silent Tartüff, Peter Bogdanovich’s film
adaptation of Michael Frayn’s Noises Off, and Akiro Kurosawa’s Ran, highlighting the multiple interfaces between media. Offering a fresh insight into the ways in which film and theatre communicate dramatic
performances, this volume is a must-read for students and scholars of stage and screen.
In this volume, Kenneth Krauss maintains that if readers are to comprehend playscripts as plays, they must imagine the theatre audience - so vital to the staging of any script, but conspicuously absent from the text
itself. Krauss examines what has been written about reading playscripts (or "playreading") and proposes four possible ways, founded on a reception-oriented approach to theatre communication and spectator
response, that playreaders may construct a sense of theatre audiences The study begins with a review of a varied collection of books and dissertations, written over the last forty-five years, all of which explicitly discuss
playreading and exhibit only minor interest in the relationship between reader and theatre audience. The study next attempts to explain why writers more sympathetic to a reader-centered view of reading, notably
reader-response critics, have avoided dramatic texts almost entirely. The study finds that both theoretical and institutional limitations have kept recent so-called audience-centered critics from the crucial issues
related to reading playscripts. Drawing on play reading literature and on theatre reception theory, the study presents four spectator constructs which readers may deploy during the reading of playscripts. The first is
what some, notably David Scanlan and Karen Laughlin, see as the "inscribed" audience (the rhetorical "house" implied by the playscript itself), which is in fact usually a projection of readers themselves. The second
construct, originally proposed by Roger Gross, is the hypothetical audience which is significantly distinct from text and reader. The third and fourth, suggested by Kirsten Nigro, are the more specific actual or
historical audience - which is based on hard data about real spectators - and the speculated audience, which focuses on either those who never come to see the play in question or those who actually did come but who
must be imagined seeing the performance under different circumstances. These constructs are illustrated through four separate but related explorations of Jean Genet's Les Bonnes. The study offers a credible but
highly subjective rhetorical reading and then develops a hypothetical approach which is (deliberately) flawed in part. The study then turns to the play's original staging and attempts to explain the negative responses
of the actual spectators who attended the play's premiere run. Finally, in an attempt to speculate upon who might have comprised a better audience for Genet's play, the study concludes by inventing a restaging of the
play in a different theatre, by different actors, under a different director, and by constructing a highly select and very appreciative house.
This complete companion to the study of drama, theatre and performance studies is an essential reference point for students undertaking or preparing to undertake a course either at university or at drama school.
Designed as a single reference resource, it introduces the main components of the subject, the key theories and thinkers, as well as vital study skills. Written by a highly regarded academic and practitioner with a
wealth of expertise and experience in teaching, Mangan takes students from studio to stage, from lecture theatre to workshop, covering practice as well as theory and history. Reliable and comprehensive, this guide is
invaluable throughout a degree or course at various levels. It is essential reading for undergraduate students of Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies at universities, drama schools and conservatoires, as well as
AS and A Level students studying Drama and Theatre who are considering studying the subject at degree level.
Textual Patronage in English Drama, 1570-1640
The intermediality of theatre and cinema
Interpreting Shakespeare on Screen
Theatre Histories
With a Series of Engravings, from Original Designs of Henry Fuseli, and a Selection of Explanatory and Historical Notes, from the Most Eminent Commentators; a History of the Stage, a Life of Shakespeare, &c. by
Alexander Chalmers
Another City

In his debut collection of poetry, Steve Coughlin examines the severity of family trauma on both personal memory and the human psyche. Written in an accessible, colloquial voice that poet J. Allyn Rosser describes as "strong, versatile, original...[and] capable
of radically different tones and angles of approach," these poems move from haunted laments to playful musings as they negotiate the complexities of grief with the desire to escape into the imagination's safe refuge. Ultimately, in ANOTHER CITY Coughlin
depicts the harsh struggles of a working class family and leaves readers to consider what healing, if any, the imagined world can offer.
The White Devil is one of the great plays of the Jacobean era. In this vibrant Handbook, Stephen Purcell offers an in-depth, performance-focused exploration of John Webster's thrilling, unsettling and darkly comic tragedy. The Handbook includes: - a scene-byscene commentary on the play as it unfolds on stage - an overview of the play's cultural context - excerpts from historical sources - case studies of four modern productions, featuring interviews with directors - an outline of key critical writings on the play, from
the seventeenth century through to today.
What do 'stage directions' do in early modern drama? Who or what are they directing: action on the stage, or imagination via the page? Is the label 'stage direction' helpful or misleading? Do these 'directions' provide evidence of Renaissance playhouse
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practice? What happens when we put them at the centre of literary close readings of early modern plays? Stage Directions and Shakespearean Theatre investigates these problems through innovative research by a range of international experts. This collection
of essays examines the creative possibilities of stage directions and and their implications for actors and audiences, readers and editors, historians and contemporary critics. Looking at the different ways stage directions make meaning, this volume provides
new insights into a range of Renaissance plays.
Webster: The White Devil
Between Spenser and Swift
Patty in Paris
This Stage-Play World
Shakespeare's Books
Role-play and the World as Stage in the Comedia
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